
CHAPTER 281:

Wu Tian stares at Jiang Qi's four people and puts down the books in his hand. He frowns and 

says, "why don't you go to my house in the middle of the night?"

"What do you want me to do?" Jiang Qi, like a mad dog, said fiercely with his teeth in his 

canthus.

He had been sleeping at home, but was smashed by the brain powder on the glass window, 

rushed into the house to attack and abuse him.

All of this is due to Wu Tian, who made him fall into disrepute and was reviled by fans.

After escaping from his home, he asked for someone to investigate Wu Tian's residence, and 

then brought him in. He just wanted to tyrannize Wu Tian and export his evil spirit.

"It's your own fault to be ruined." Wu Tian finished saying this, impatiently waved his hand: "get 

out, I don't welcome you."

"It's not so easy to let me go. Since you've ruined my reputation, I'll break your head." Jiang Qi 

finished saying this, waved to the three thugs behind him and said, "come on together, teach 

this boy a hard lesson for me."

"Yes."
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The three thugs got the order and rushed to Wu Tian with their fists.

"Wait!"

Wu Tian raised his right hand to stop the three thugs, turned to look at Jiang Qi, "again, now get 

out of my house, I can let you go again."

"You are still so arrogant when you die." Jiang Qi shakes his sleeve and shouts impatiently, "if 

you want to live, you will kowtow on your knees. Maybe I will not die around you."

"Since you have to die, don't blame me for being rude." Wu Tian said this, and then he raised 

his leg and kicked him.

One of the thugs didn't react, so he was kicked out and fell on the ground, screaming.

"What are you doing? Call me." Jiang Qi roared and hastened to remind the other two thugs.

"Yes." The two thugs get the order, turn their fists and smash at Wu Tian.

As the fist approached, Wu Tian's body was slightly to one side, and his head shifted to the 

right, easily avoiding the attack.

After dodging the attack, Wu Tian's right fist smashed down the mountain like a tiger and kicked 
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his left leg out quickly.

With one punch and one leg, Wu Tian smashed his opponent's body almost at the same time.

Effortlessly, the two thugs were shaken out and fell to the ground, crying and howling.

Jiang Qi originally stood beside him waiting to watch the good play, waiting to see Wu Tian, the 

boy who was brutalized by his three subordinates.

But after waiting for a long time, he was surprised to see the ending.

I didn't expect that Wu Tian is a fierce character. He can beat all his three hitters with three 

punches and two legs.

I never dreamed that such a seemingly weak little boy like Wu Tian could be so strong.

At this time, Jiang Qi didn't dare to be arrogant. He was scared to retreat like the grandson of 

the tortoise. He was sweating all over his body.

"It's your turn." Wu Tian kicks the thug on the ground and slowly pace towards Jiangqi.

"Don't Don't come here. I won't fight you. " Jiang Qiwei retreated again and again. At this 

moment, he had no combat effectiveness.

Even those three fighters are not opponents, let alone Wu Tian.
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If there was a fight, he would only be beaten.

"It's not you who beat me, you're beaten by me." Wu Tian finished saying this and smashed it 

with his fist.

The blow was impartial and hit Jiang Qiyan's nest, which made him scream in pain.

After this blow, Wu Tian forced him to leave my house for a long time. You didn't listen. You 

had to stay for abuse

"I'll go. I'll go now." Seeing that the situation was not good, Jiang Qi turned and ran.

As soon as he ran out of the study, he was chased up by Wu Tian and kicked Jiang Qi's buttocks 

fiercely. He scolded: "I gave you a chance before. You don't want to go, but now I want to go, 

there is no way."

With these words, he punched and kicked Jiang Qi, and he screamed at him.

The sound of fighting and screaming soon awakened the sleeping dragon Yun.

Between she wore a nightgown to come out of the room, Ning eyebrow puzzled way: "young 

master, what happened?"

"Jiang Qi and others sneaked in in in the middle of the night, trying to attack me." Wu Tian 

explained a simple sentence and reminded him, "hurry up, call the police."

"Yes Long Yun took a look at Jiang Qi, whose head was broken and bleeding. Then he picked up 
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his mobile phone and began to call the police.

Less than a moment after the call, the police arrived.

I didn't expect that Su Ruyun was the one who sent out the police this time. As soon as she saw 

Wu Tian, she was full of resentment, "asshole, why do you have so much nonsense?"

"I don't want to, but someone broke into the house in the middle of the night and almost killed 

me." Wu Tian deliberately bluffed and made things more serious.

"Come on, what's going on?" Su Ruyun approached a few steps, glared at the beads and asked 

impatiently.

"Don't worry. Have a drink first." Wu Tian poured a cup of tea and handed it to him. He pointed 

to the sofa and said, "sit down. I'll tell you slowly."

"Don't get close to me." Su Ruyun did not take the water cup, sat on the sofa and asked again, 

"tell me, what's going on?""It's very simple. I had a conflict with Jiang Qi at work, but I didn't 

expect that this boy would seek private revenge and sneak into my house in the middle of the 

night..."

Wu Tian told the story briefly.

Listening to Su Ruyun gnashing teeth, pointing to Jiang Qi nose and scolding: "it's really a scum."

"I fought Jiang Qi and his three thugs out of self-defense." Wu Tian pretended to be cute.
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"This kind of scum should be beaten." Su Ruyun echoed and said to the two subordinates, "take 

Jiang Qi and the three thugs back to the police station and let the colleagues on duty have a 

good examination."

The two policemen got the order and ran up to arrest Jiang Qi and the three thugs and took 

them away from here.

"Well, nothing else. I'll go back to the police first." Su Ruyun said this and got up to leave.

"Wait!"

Wu Tian's body blocked Su Ruyun's way and suggested with a smile: "officer Su, since you are 

here, why don't you stay here tonight?"

"You take advantage of living here?" Su Ruyun asked coldly, with a faint anger on her face.

Previously, he was arranged by the director to protect Wu Tian's personal safety. He lived here 

for a period of time. During that time, Wu Tian took advantage of him.

"Officer Su, even if you lend me ten courage, I dare not take advantage of police beauties." Wu 

Tian flattered him with a smile.

"There is nothing in the world that you dare not do."

"Officer Su thinks highly of me."

"Don't talk nonsense." Su Ruyun pushed Wu Tian impatiently and said coldly, "get out of the 
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way, don't hinder my office."

"Wait a minute."

Wu Tian once again reached out to block Su Ruyun. His eyes were fixed on her haughty body 

and said solemnly, "officer Su, why do you carry a murder weapon when you are on duty?"

"Don't talk nonsense. How can I have a murder weapon?" Su Ruyun frowned and didn't 

understand what it meant.

"Isn't it the murder weapon that bulges in that dress?" Wu Tian said this and couldn't help 

laughing.

CHAPTER 282:

His smile immediately made Su Ruyun furious and roared: "shameless, you dare to tease me."

"I didn't molest officer su. I really found the weapon." Wu Tian's serious nonsense.

I don't know why. Every time I see Su Ruyun, a violent policewoman, I can't help but make fun 

of her.

"Asshole, how can I have a murder weapon?" Su Ruyun clenched her fists and was about to 

explode.

"What's the murder weapon in your clothes?"
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"I..." Su Ruyun looked down at her body and roared: "shameless, you deliberately play me, 

right?"

"Officer Su, I suggest you hand in your murder weapon..."

"Looking for death." Su Ruyun was completely infuriated. Her eyes were cold and she smashed 

her fist at Wu Tian's head.

"Shit!"

Wu tiandark scolded, and then stepped back several steps in fear. He avoided the fist attack and 

then complained: "officer Su, how can you start if you don't agree?"

"I must teach you a good lesson today." Su Ruyun didn't care so much about it, so she flew over.

"A gentleman doesn't do anything. We have something to say." Wu Tian dodged and said to Su 

Ruyun.

"Fart."

Su Ruyun's continuous attacks did not meet Wu Tian, which made her very angry, simply 

grabbed the cup on the table and smashed it in the past.
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Soon, the room was in a mess, and the whole room was littered with pieces of glass.

This makes Su Ruyun feel very angry, more crazy smashing things in the room, want to tear 

down the home.

"Shit!"

Wu Tian couldn't bear to see the woman more and more ferocious. He threw the woman to the 

ground and pressed her uniform on the ground.

If you don't control this girl, I'm afraid all the furniture and appliances in the house will have to 

be bought again.

Su Ruyun twisted her body and struggled for a few times. She yelled: "asshole, let me go 

quickly."

"If you let go, do you want to smash my things?" Wu Tian tried to ask.

It would have been nice to know that the girl was so cruel that she didn't want to make a mess 

of the house.

"Smash, I'm going to smash your house to pieces." Su Ruyun roared angrily. Now he would like a 

fire to burn Wu Tian's house.
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"Then don't let me let you go." Wu Tian finished saying this, turned his head to Long Yun and 

said, "Secretary long, go and take out the rope in the cabinet. I'll tie up the women."

"Yes."

Long Yun bitter smile, did not expect the young master so bold, dare to use the rope to bind the 

beautiful police.

But on second thought, with the power of the Wu family, even if the young master poked out 

the biggest trouble, it would be OK.

He ran into the storage room and took out the rope.

"Officer Su, don't blame me for being rude to you." Wu Tian grabbed the rope and tied up Su 

Ruyun just like zongzi.

Su Ruyun twisted her body and struggled desperately. At the same time, she threatened in a 

loud voice: "how dare you bind the people's police. It's against the law. Let me go."

"Just lie down here." Wu Tian threw the bound Su Ruyun on the sofa, turned to Long Yun and 

said, "Secretary long, clean up the room."

"Yes." After Long Yun answered, he was busy cleaning up the room.

"Wu Tian, you are so mean. Sooner or later I will castrate you. Quick, let me go..."
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Su Ruyun yelled at the top of her voice, and her whole body was filled with anger.

Wu Tian didn't like it. He sat down in front of the sofa opposite, lit a cigarette and smoked.

"Hey, let me go. I need to go to the bathroom." Su Ruyun yelled and scolded for a while, but she 

was weak. She bit her lips and urged her way.

"Hoo!"

Wu Tian vomited smoke and asked with a smile, "officer Su, are you defecating or urinating?"

"Pee."

"It's OK. Hold on." Wu Tian then whistled shamelessly.

Su Ruyun could have held back. As soon as she heard the whistle, she felt that she couldn't bear 

to urinate. She urged, "Wu Tian, I really can't hold on. Please let me go."

"If a beautiful police officer pisses his pants, it's big news, and it's sure to make headlines in the 

major media." Wu Tian made a joke and continued to whistle.

"Shameless..."

Su Ruyun held back the words without swearing and gritted her teeth and said, "Wu Tian, how 

can you let me go?"
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"As long as you are obedient, I will let you go."

"How to be obedient?"

"It's very simple. You can answer whatever I ask. As long as your answer makes me happy, I'll let 

you go."

"Quick, quick."

“ok！” Wu Tian flicked the ash in his hand and asked with a smile, "officer Su, do you think I'm 

handsome?""Handsome fart..."

"Then you'd better keep holding on."

"Wait a minute." Su Ruyun gritted her teeth and quickly changed her words: "you are 

handsome. You are the most handsome man in Luzhou."

"You have taste." Wu Tian nodded with satisfaction, and then asked, "do you like me?"

"I..."

Su Ruyun originally wanted to say that she didn't like it, but she swallowed it back to her mouth 

and spit out two words: "like it."

"How nice
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Wu Tian nodded and asked the third question: "officer Su, have you ever talked about a 

boyfriend?"

"No After answering this, Su Ruyun urged with a red face: "have you finished asking, I I can't 

hold it any longer. "

"Last question." Wu Tianqing cleared his throat, put his head together mysteriously and asked 

in a low voice, "officer Su, are you still a beginner?"

"You're shameless. Why do you ask such questions?" Su Ruyun blushed and complained in a low 

voice. Her expression was extremely embarrassed.

"Yes, I did not?"

"I Yes

"Officer Su, I can't see that you are still..."

"Nonsense." Su Ruyun couldn't hold back and urged Wu Tian again, "let me go quickly."

"Well, don't worry. I'll help you untie the rope right away." Wu Tian also noticed that officer Su 

was about to hold back, and quickly untied the rope on her body.

After gaining freedom, Su rushes into the toilet at the speed of 100 meters.

After holding on for such a long time, it has been held back to the extreme. If it continues to 

hold on, it is really possible to suffocate.
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It took several minutes to see Su Ruyun come out of the bathroom. I don't know if it won't be 

too long. Her cheeks are still red.

Wu Tian hurried forward and said, "officer Su, are you ok? Is there anything wrong with it? "

"Go away!"

Su Ruyun glared at Wu Tian fiercely, and walked out of the room. When she came to the door, 

she suddenly turned around, "bastard Wang Dan, I'm not finished with you. I'll see how I deal 

with you when I have a chance."

He stamped his feet and left the place, his whole body full of anger.

"Officer Su, take your time. I'll buy you coffee some other day." Wu Tian waved and said 

goodbye to Su Ruyun with a smile.

"Bang!"

Su didn't reply, just slammed the door to vent her dissatisfaction.

CHAPTER 283:

Seeing the Su police officer leave angrily, Wu Tian can't help but laugh secretly. He turns to Long 

Yun and says, "Secretary long, spread this evening's affairs to the Internet."

"Do you want to spread the story of young master molesting policewomen on the Internet?"
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"Shit!"

Wu Tianan scolded and quickly corrected: "I want you to spread the incident of Jiang Qi's night 

attack and revenge on people's houses on the Internet, not my molestation with female police 

officers."

I thought I was Poof Long Yun didn't finish speaking, he couldn't help laughing.

If the young master molested with the female police spread to the Internet, the effect must be 

good.

"Secretary long, you look beautiful when you smile." Wu Tian was fascinated by the smile and 

couldn't help praising.

It was very rare for secretary long to smile before. She was always cold and smelly. It was the 

first time I saw her smile so happy.

"Cough!"

Long Yun coughed twice, and hastily took back his smile and said, "that Young master, I'll be 

busy first. "

With these words, she ran into her bedroom.
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Wu Tian stretched himself and returned to his room.

There was no word all night.

The next day, Wu Tian was awakened by a knock on the door.

"Who is it?" Vaguely turned out of bed, also do not care to put on clothes, went to open the 

door.

I saw Secretary long standing outside the door dressed neatly.

"Young master..." Long Yun opened his mouth and called out a young master. When he bowed 

his head, he couldn't help exclaiming.

I saw the young master wearing short sleeves on his upper body, but there was only a thin cloth 

covering his body. It was really unsightly.

Long Yun pretty face a red, hurriedly back to the body, whispered: "young master, why don't 

you sleep in trousers?"

"I never sleep in pants." Wu Tianyi looks upright.

"Even if you don't wear pants when you sleep, you always have to wear pants when you open 

the door. You are really..."
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"Are you a young master or am I a young master?"

"You."

"Then you teach me a lesson." Wu Tian's voice was full of domineering president's momentum: 

"if you want to wear pants, if you don't want to wear them, don't wear them. What's the 

problem?"

"This..."

Long Yun angrily bit his teeth, and all the resentment finally had to be changed into two words: 

"No."

There was no way. She could only admit that she was unlucky when she met such a rude young 

master.

"Secretary long, you have seen Ben Shao's body. What should I do about it?" Wu Tianxun 

rebuked a few words, but began to find fault.

"I didn't mean to, and I didn't see anything."

"What else do you want to see?"

"I..."
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"Well, don't talk nonsense." Wu Tian impatiently waved his hand and opened the door to see 

the mountain: "since you have seen Ben Shao's body, should I also let Ben Shao see your body?"

"You..."

Long Yun's face suddenly sank and was ready to scold.

Before the word shameless was scolded, she swallowed it back and said, "if you want to take 

advantage of me, you can say it clearly. Why do you have to make such an excuse?"

"Is Ben Shao that kind of person? I'm just kidding you." Wu Tian went to put on his clothes and 

asked, "what's wrong with knocking on my door so early in the morning?"

"It's about Jiang Qi." Long Yun slowly turned around, unconsciously peeped down, and 

immediately turned his head to the right.

At the thought of seeing dirty things that were not clean before, I felt my cheeks flushed and 

burned and my heart pounded.

"Tell me, how is the situation in Jiangqi?" Wu Tian walks to the bathroom when he asks.

Long Yun followed in and reported: "last night, the incident of Jiang Qi breaking into a private 

house at night and retaliating against him was spread to the Internet. Unexpectedly, the 

influence was so far-reaching that he was insulted and boycotted on the Internet."
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"Is it?" Wu Tian began to wash his face and brush his teeth.

Standing outside the bathroom, Long Yun continued to report: "several companies have 

canceled cooperation with Jiang Qi, and mainstream media have spontaneously blocked Jiang 

Qi. His star road has been completely destroyed, and I'm afraid there is no chance to go over 

the mountain again."

"Well done, well done." After hearing the news, Wu Tian was very excited and said to himself, 

"this is the end of fighting against me."

"If nothing else, I'll go out first." Seeing the young master close the glass door to urinate, Long 

Yun steps back to leave the bathroom.

"Wait!"

Wu Tian called out, across the toilet glass door to Long Yun said: "don't go, I still have 

something to let you do."

"Yes Long Yun stopped and soon heard the sound of the young master urinating in the toilet.

Hearing such a harsh sound, her cheeks were burning like fire, and her mind unconsciously 

thought of something.

"I want you to take this opportunity to promote my new film." Wu Tian solves urination 

heartily, at the same time to Long Yun outside the glass door orders: "think of a way to let the 

new film rub a wave of heat."
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"How to operate this one specifically?""You can do it yourself."

"Yes Long Yun looked up at the glass door and tried to ask, "is there anything else, young 

master?"

Although nothing can be seen through the glass door, but still let her cheek dry hot, even the 

body also some strange.

"Oh, by the way, Ben needs less shit. Can you help me..."

"Cough!" Long Yun dry cough two, some angry complain: "young master, this kind of thing I 

can't help."

"What do you think? I'll ask you to take the paper for me."

"Oh, yes." Long Yun face a embarrassed, out of the bathroom took a roll of paper towel and put 

it outside the glass door, "young master, the paper towel is put outside the door, and when you 

are finished, you can get it with a stretch of hand."

With that, she turned and left the bathroom.

After defecation, Wu Tian was in a good mood and decided to find sun Xiaohao and Jiang Wan 

to go out and relax.

I learned by phone that sun Xiaohao was in Tianhao hotel. After solving the supply chain 

problem, the hotel had a good time. He was much more free than before.
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However, Jiang Wan has been very busy recently. He is busy developing the commercial street, 

and the first phase of the commercial street has taken shape.

Under the proposal of Jiang Wan, Wu Tian decided to take a look at the construction of the 

commercial street first, and then go out for a drink later.

Wu Tianxian went to Tianhao hotel to pick up sun Xiaohao, and then they went to the newly 

developed commercial street.

"Xiaotian, Xiaohao, I've been waiting for you for a long time." Jiang Wanzheng was waiting on 

the construction site. As soon as he saw them, he took the initiative to greet them.

"Sorry, there was a traffic jam on the road just now, which delayed more than ten minutes." Wu 

Tian explained with a smile.

"It doesn't matter." Jiang Wan magnanimously waved his hand and said to the two: "the first 

phase of the commercial street has completed the civil engineering and decoration, and will 

start to attract investment immediately."

"Yes, well done." Wu Tian was very satisfied with this efficiency.

Jiang Wanshi was a little worried that he would not be able to handle the plot before.

After all, I have never been in contact with real estate before, and the specialty is not suitable 

for real estate, which is a piece of white cloth.

It's hard to learn anything from scratch.
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But Jiang Wan was diligent and eager to learn, and soon learned the real estate inside the door, 

and made the commercial street vivid. 

CHAPTER 284:

"Come on, I'll show you the scene first." Jiang Wan said this, let people take two helmets to 

wear for Wu Tian and sun Xiaohao.

Later, the three came to the site together.

The first phase of commercial street is two rows of low-lying characteristic blocks, close to the 

prosperous shopping center.

The facade of the street has been decorated and looks very distinctive, just like an antique 

building.

The interior decoration is coming to an end, and the workers are elaborating on the interior, 

only the final finishing work is needed.

Jiang Wan took them to see the shops in the block and introduced some details.

After watching it, Wu Tian felt very satisfied and could not help boasting: "Jiang Wan, you have 

done a beautiful project, comparable to professional standards."
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"Real estate is too deep, there is still a lot to learn." Jiang Wan felt a sense of accomplishment 

when he heard this praise, but he was still modest.

After all, he is just a new man, many things need to be down-to-earth to learn, do not dare to 

belittle himself.

"You are really good at learning, even better than me." Wu Tian patted Jiang Wan on the 

shoulder, boasting from the heart.

"That's far from it." Jiang Wan embarrassed smile, pointing to the Commercial Street: "the next 

investment needs a large amount of funds to publicize."

"If you make a budget, how much money do you need to ask Secretary long?"

"Good." Jiang Wan nodded and tried to ask, "shall we formally name our commercial street?"

"It's called Wan Jie."

"After my name?"

"Yes."

"This..."
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"Well, it's settled."

"Thank you, boss Wu." Jiang Wan bowed deeply to express his thanks.

I really didn't expect Wu Tian to be so heroic. He named the commercial street directly after 

him. This is the best gift to him.

"Jiang Wan, congratulations." At this time, sun Xiaohao came to congratulate him: "from a 

college student to a real estate businessman, it's really amazing."

"You are also very good. Now you are the boss of Tianhao Hotel, managing a five-star hotel." 

Jiang Wan couldn't help but praise each other.

"You are better than me." Sun Xiaohao waved his hand and said modestly, "you have developed 

a new commercial street from scratch."

"No, I think you're the best..."

"Stop!" Seeing the two people's endless praise for each other, Wu Tian couldn't help 

interrupting: "you two are very powerful, are my right arm."

With these words, he went over and put his hand on their shoulders.

"Little day, I think you are the best." Jiang Wan raised his hand and thumped Wu Tian's chest 
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and said with a smile, "you buy us both for your use. This is called Zhuxin."

"You broken mouth."

Sun Xiaohao kicked Jiang Wanyi's foot and corrected: "it's not called Zhu Xin. It's called 

brotherhood's concentricity. Its strength breaks gold."

"What a brother. Let's go drink and sing." Wu Tian finished saying this, took off his helmet and 

walked toward the opposite KTV with his arms around them.

In front of the KTV door, the three suddenly stopped and their eyes fell on a girl who was a bit 

messy by the road.

This girl is no one else. She is Li Meng's classmate.

She knelt on the ground in a short skirt, her hair scattered in her shoulders, and tears hung from 

the corners of her eyes.

"Isn't that Li Meng? Why is she here? " Sun Xiaohao couldn't help murmuring.

"I heard I was dumped by a rich second generation." Jiang Wan couldn't help but add, and when 

he asked, he glanced at Wu Tian.

Wu Tian pretended not to hear, and said to sun and Jiang, "let's go and sing."

"Go Sun Xiaohao nodded and followed Wu Tian into the KTV.
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When passing by Li Meng's side, the woman seemed to be crazy. She threw herself at Wu Tian's 

legs and cried, "give me a chance to be my boyfriend, OK?"

"Get out of the way!" Wu Tian pushes the woman away.

"Please, Wu Tian, give me another chance, I will love you well..." Li Meng rushes forward like 

crazy, holding Wu Tian's legs with both hands.

"Get out of the way."

Jiang Wan went up and pushed Li Meng aside, pointing to Li Meng's nose and swearing: "look at 

you now, where are you worthy of our little day?"

"I..."

Li Meng bit his mouth, tears rolling out.

"Li Meng." Jiang Wan squatted on the ground and said with a smile: "in the past, little day 

pursued you regardless of dignity and wanted to be with you. However, you thought he was 

poor and trampled on his dignity again and again, which made him scarred and black and 

blue..."

"I'm sorry, I'm wrong, I'm really wrong..." Li Meng knelt down on the ground, constantly 

repenting and apologizing.

"It's too late to regret now." Jiang Wan sneered, mercilessly hit: "now you are not worthy of Wu 
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Tian."

"What do you want me to do? Can't I change it?""See that mall?" Jiang Wan raised his hand to 

the opposite street and said with a smile, "it was invested and developed by Wu Tian, as well as 

Tianhao Hotel and Tianmu technology. All of them are Xiaotian's industries. Do you know that 

Xiaotian's assets have already exceeded several billion, do you think you can match him?"

"I..."

Li Meng looked up at Wu Tian and hung his head in shame.

At this time, I know the gap with Wu Tian. Now Wu Tian is so high that she can't stand up no 

matter how hard she tries.

"Once you were indifferent to Xiaotian, but now you can't stand up to it." Jiang Wan finished 

saying this, stretched out his hand to push Li Meng away, "now you don't deserve to lift shoes 

for Xiaotian."

"I Wuwuwu... " Li Meng did not speak, drooping his head, tears whirling out, crying particularly 

sad.

She had already regretted that she saw Wu Tian becoming stronger and stronger every day, and 

her already regretful intestines were green.

What's the use of regret? After all, there is no regret medicine in this world.

"Stop talking. Let's go." Wu Tian patted Jiang Wan on the shoulder and headed for KTV.
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Jiang Wan and sun Xiaohao followed him in.

Both of them felt remorse when they saw the tears in their hearts.

The three opened a private room and began to cry and howl after the song.

"Thank you, little day." After singing a song, Jiang Wan held a bottle of wine and said to Wu 

Tian, "it was you who made me go from an ignorant college student to the road of 

entrepreneurship. It was you who made me learn how to stand on, how to grow and how to 

make myself stronger step by step."

After Jiang Wan finished saying this, sun Xiaohao also added: "Xiaotian, if it wasn't for you, we 

might always be just a small staff member, standing at the bottom and being ridiculed, we 

would never have a chance to stand on the cloud."

"Brothers, don't talk about it. Drink." Wu Tian raised the bottle and touched them. Then he 

drank it.

In a short time, the three finished their beer bottles.

After drinking the wine, the three began to cry and sing.

It is very precious for the three to learn together, pick up girls together, struggle together and 

grow up together.

CHAPTER 285:
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"Come on, I'll show you the scene first." Jiang Wan said this, let people take two helmets to 

wear for Wu Tian and sun Xiaohao.

Later, the three came to the site together.

The first phase of commercial street is two rows of low-lying characteristic blocks, close to the 

prosperous shopping center.

The facade of the street has been decorated and looks very distinctive, just like an antique 

building.

The interior decoration is coming to an end, and the workers are elaborating on the interior, 

only the final finishing work is needed.

Jiang Wan took them to see the shops in the block and introduced some details.

After watching it, Wu Tian felt very satisfied and could not help boasting: "Jiang Wan, you have 

done a beautiful project, comparable to professional standards."

"Real estate is too deep, there is still a lot to learn." Jiang Wan felt a sense of accomplishment 

when he heard this praise, but he was still modest.

After all, he is just a new man, many things need to be down-to-earth to learn, do not dare to 
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belittle himself.

"You are really good at learning, even better than me." Wu Tian patted Jiang Wan on the 

shoulder, boasting from the heart.

"That's far from it." Jiang Wan embarrassed smile, pointing to the Commercial Street: "the next 

investment needs a large amount of funds to publicize."

"If you make a budget, how much money do you need to ask Secretary long?"

"Good." Jiang Wan nodded and tried to ask, "shall we formally name our commercial street?"

"It's called Wan Jie."

"After my name?"

"Yes."

"This..."

"Well, it's settled."

"Thank you, boss Wu." Jiang Wan bowed deeply to express his thanks.
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I really didn't expect Wu Tian to be so heroic. He named the commercial street directly after 

him. This is the best gift to him.

"Jiang Wan, congratulations." At this time, sun Xiaohao came to congratulate him: "from a 

college student to a real estate businessman, it's really amazing."

"You are also very good. Now you are the boss of Tianhao Hotel, managing a five-star hotel." 

Jiang Wan couldn't help but praise each other.

"You are better than me." Sun Xiaohao waved his hand and said modestly, "you have developed 

a new commercial street from scratch."

"No, I think you're the best..."

"Stop!" Seeing the two people's endless praise for each other, Wu Tian couldn't help 

interrupting: "you two are very powerful, are my right arm."

With these words, he went over and put his hand on their shoulders.

"Little day, I think you are the best." Jiang Wan raised his hand and thumped Wu Tian's chest 

and said with a smile, "you buy us both for your use. This is called Zhuxin."

"You broken mouth."
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Sun Xiaohao kicked Jiang Wanyi's foot and corrected: "it's not called Zhu Xin. It's called 

brotherhood's concentricity. Its strength breaks gold."

"What a brother. Let's go drink and sing." Wu Tian finished saying this, took off his helmet and 

walked toward the opposite KTV with his arms around them.

In front of the KTV door, the three suddenly stopped and their eyes fell on a girl who was a bit 

messy by the road.

This girl is no one else. She is Li Meng's classmate.

She knelt on the ground in a short skirt, her hair scattered in her shoulders, and tears hung from 

the corners of her eyes.

"Isn't that Li Meng? Why is she here? " Sun Xiaohao couldn't help murmuring.

"I heard I was dumped by a rich second generation." Jiang Wan couldn't help but add, and when 

he asked, he glanced at Wu Tian.

Wu Tian pretended not to hear, and said to sun and Jiang, "let's go and sing."

"Go Sun Xiaohao nodded and followed Wu Tian into the KTV.

When passing by Li Meng's side, the woman seemed to be crazy. She threw herself at Wu Tian's 

legs and cried, "give me a chance to be my boyfriend, OK?"

"Get out of the way!" Wu Tian pushes the woman away.
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"Please, Wu Tian, give me another chance, I will love you well..." Li Meng rushes forward like 

crazy, holding Wu Tian's legs with both hands.

"Get out of the way."

Jiang Wan went up and pushed Li Meng aside, pointing to Li Meng's nose and swearing: "look at 

you now, where are you worthy of our little day?"

"I..."

Li Meng bit his mouth, tears rolling out.

"Li Meng." Jiang Wan squatted on the ground and said with a smile: "in the past, little day 

pursued you regardless of dignity and wanted to be with you. However, you thought he was 

poor and trampled on his dignity again and again, which made him scarred and black and 

blue..."

"I'm sorry, I'm wrong, I'm really wrong..." Li Meng knelt down on the ground, constantly 

repenting and apologizing.

"It's too late to regret now." Jiang Wan sneered, mercilessly hit: "now you are not worthy of Wu 

Tian."

"What do you want me to do? Can't I change it?""See that mall?" Jiang Wan raised his hand to 

the opposite street and said with a smile, "it was invested and developed by Wu Tian, as well as 

Tianhao Hotel and Tianmu technology. All of them are Xiaotian's industries. Do you know that 

Xiaotian's assets have already exceeded several billion, do you think you can match him?"
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"I..."

Li Meng looked up at Wu Tian and hung his head in shame.

At this time, I know the gap with Wu Tian. Now Wu Tian is so high that she can't stand up no 

matter how hard she tries.

"Once you were indifferent to Xiaotian, but now you can't stand up to it." Jiang Wan finished 

saying this, stretched out his hand to push Li Meng away, "now you don't deserve to lift shoes 

for Xiaotian."

"I Wuwuwu... " Li Meng did not speak, drooping his head, tears whirling out, crying particularly 

sad.

She had already regretted that she saw Wu Tian becoming stronger and stronger every day, and 

her already regretful intestines were green.

What's the use of regret? After all, there is no regret medicine in this world.

"Stop talking. Let's go." Wu Tian patted Jiang Wan on the shoulder and headed for KTV.

Jiang Wan and sun Xiaohao followed him in.

Both of them felt remorse when they saw the tears in their hearts.
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The three opened a private room and began to cry and howl after the song.

"Thank you, little day." After singing a song, Jiang Wan held a bottle of wine and said to Wu 

Tian, "it was you who made me go from an ignorant college student to the road of 

entrepreneurship. It was you who made me learn how to stand on, how to grow and how to 

make myself stronger step by step."

After Jiang Wan finished saying this, sun Xiaohao also added: "Xiaotian, if it wasn't for you, we 

might always be just a small staff member, standing at the bottom and being ridiculed, we 

would never have a chance to stand on the cloud."

"Brothers, don't talk about it. Drink." Wu Tian raised the bottle and touched them. Then he 

drank it.

In a short time, the three finished their beer bottles.

After drinking the wine, the three began to cry and sing.

It is very precious for the three to learn together, pick up girls together, struggle together and 

grow up together.

CHAPTER 286:

After the gangsters were driven away, the young man could not help but extend his thumb to 

Wu Tian and boasted, "I really don't see that you are so young and so powerful."

"It's not really great, it's just average." Wu Tianqian smiles modestly.

"It's really great." Looking at Wu Tian, the young man's eyes were full of admiration, and he 
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could not help feeling: "I haven't met such a powerful skill as you for a long time."

"Not as exaggerated as you say."

"Thank you for helping me out." After the young man said thanks, he took the initiative to 

extend his right hand: "Hello, I'm the actor Ouyang market, nice to meet you."

"Are you an actor?" Hearing that the man in front of him is an actor, Wu Tian's eyes brightened 

a little.

"Yes, I'm an actor."

"Hello, my name is Wu Tian."

"I'm really glad to meet you and hope to be friends with you." Ouyang market politely took out 

famous films and handed them over.

"Nice to meet you, too." Wu Tian took the business card and suggested with a smile: "I'm 

drinking and singing with my friends in it. Do you want to go in and have a drink?"

He was very fond of the polite man in front of him and invited him to drink.

"Thank you for your kindness. I'll make a special trip to invite you another day, so I won't disturb 

you. Goodbye." Ouyang market nodded again, said goodbye, and then turned to leave.
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As soon as Ouyang market left, he saw sun Xiaohao come out of the bathroom and said, "who 

did you talk to just now, Xiaotian?"

"A strange friend."

"Stranger or friend?"

"Just a friend I just met." Wu Tian shook his head with a wry smile and put his hand on sun 

Xiaohao's shoulder. "Don't talk nonsense. Let's continue drinking."

"Drink."

The two returned to the private room, accompanied Jiang Wan to continue drinking and 

singing, playing until very late to return to the dormitory.

The three chatted in the dormitory again, and the topics were all about women. Maybe Jiang 

Wan drank a little too much, and then brought the topic to Li Meng.

Chatting and chatting, the dormitory sounded like thunder like snoring.

The next day, they all overslept, but they were awakened by Wu Tianding's alarm.

After washing breakfast, I ran into the classroom.
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As soon as they entered the classroom, they met with the surprised eyes of the students. All of 

them looked at Wu Tian.

It was soon learned from the students that they had been videotaped about what happened to 

Li Meng outside the KTV last night, and they were making a lot of stir in the campus forum.

In fact, it's not a big deal. The main thing is that Li Meng is abandoned by the second generation 

of the rich, and then he pleads with Wu Tian to get back together and is refused, and kneels on 

the ground crying.

Many students on the campus network are abusing Li Meng, calling her cheap and shameless to 

associate with the rich second generation.

Being abandoned by the rich second generation is also deserved. No one sympathizes with Li 

Meng and even feels that she has suffered for herself.

Now, Li Meng's word-of-mouth has dropped sharply, and has become the most disgusting girl in 

everyone's eyes, and is shamed by many students.

Even the school has cancelled Li Meng's qualification for awards and awards, and has issued a 

notice of criticism in the Department, so that students can learn from it.

Wu Tian didn't take this matter to heart. Now for him, Li Meng has nothing to do with him.
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What he is most concerned about now is the shooting of the new film and the progress of 

selecting a new man.

Good news about the new movie will come in the afternoon.

Under the operation of secretary long, the new film blossomed and became a hot topic.

With the popularity of Jiang Qi, as well as the promotion of we media and mainstream media, 

new films have been popular all over the country even before they are shot.

Just as he was about to call director Qiao to inquire about the latest development of casting, 

Qiao Fu just called.

"Boss Wu." As soon as the phone was connected, he heard Qiao Fugang's excited voice: "Jiang 

Qi's reputation has been ruined, and our new film has not been made before. Are these two 

things manipulated by you behind your back?"

"Yes, it was my arrangement."

"Boss Wu, you are really good. Not only did you easily bring down Jiang Qi, but also let our film 

take advantage of the situation to make a big fire."

"It's my strength." Wu Tian grinned a few times and couldn't help asking, "director Qiao, have 

you made any progress in the role of the new male leader?"
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"I'm calling to discuss it with you." Qiao Fu just changed his tone and said seriously: "Huang Lan 

recommended a leading role to us. I have arranged an audition, and my performance is good. 

Would you like to come and have a look?"

"Yes, I almost forgot. Yesterday, sister LAN really called to choose a leading role for me."

"People are on the side of the crew. Why don't you come and have a look?"

"Well, I'll be right here." Wu Tian hung up and asked Uncle Fugui to drive him to Qianfu ancient 

city.

Since it's the person recommended by sister LAN, his acting skills and character will not be bad, 

but he still has to go to the scene to have a look, so that he can rest assured and avoid making 

mistakes again.

When I came to Qianfu ancient city, I saw that Qiaofu was leading everyone busy filming and 

devoted himself to the role.Seeing this scene, Wu Tian was very pleased and went to say hello 

to Yan Jie: "sister Yan, long time no see."

"Didn't you meet the day before yesterday?" Yan Jie chuckled and rolled her eyes.

"Yes, it was the day before yesterday. Why do I feel like I haven't seen each other for a long 

time?" Wu Tianyi patted his brain, pretending to be affectionate: "is this the so-called day is not 

seen, like three autumn."

"Go, it's not straight." Yan Jie slightly turned a white eye, finish saying this also can't help 

pursing a mouth funny.

I didn't know Wu Tian for a long time. I found that the boy was more and more interesting. She 
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always felt happy every time.

"By the way, just now director Joe called and said there was a new protagonist." Wu Tian put up 

his smile and said, "where is the new protagonist?"

"In the shed, I'll call him." After saying this, Yan Jie walked to the temporary recording studio.

"No Wu Tian waved his hand and stopped: "I'll go to find him."

With these words, he took the lead to walk to the studio.

Yan Jie was slightly stunned and quickly followed in. He didn't expect boss Wu to be so excited. 

He was just thirsty for talents.

Wu Tian walked into the studio and saw a young man reading a magazine. His back was familiar.

"Hello, you are..." Wu Tian goes over to say hello to the actor. Before he finishes speaking, he 

turns around.

Seeing the actor's face, he was stunned at first, then couldn't help exclaiming, "Ouyang market, 

how is it you?"

The man in front of me is no one else. It is Ouyang market that I met in KTV last night.

I didn't expect that he was the male number one recommended by sister LAN.
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"Mr. Wu?" Ouyang Xu was also surprised. He stood up in surprise. He didn't expect to see Wu 

Tian again so soon.

"What? Do you know each other? " Seeing that both of them were startled, Yan Jie couldn't 

help but wonder.

"Yes, indeed." Wu Tian nodded and explained, "I met Ouyang Xu in KTV last night."

"I see." Yan Jie nodded, then pointed to Wu Tian and introduced Ouyang Market: "he is the 

investor of our film, Wu tianwu boss." 

CHAPTER 287:

"That's a coincidence." Ouyang Xu stretched out his right hand excitedly and said in surprise, "I 

didn't expect that you were the investor of that year's flower movie."

"It's really a coincidence. I didn't know that you are the hero recommended by sister LAN." Wu 

Tian was overjoyed.

First of all, I can be sure that Lan Jie recommended the actor's character.

"Mr. Wu has a good eye. In my opinion, this film will be in a big market when it blooms that 

year, and it will certainly catch fire."

"I hope we can work together to build this big fire movie."
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"It's my pleasure to cooperate with Mr. Wu."

"That's very kind of you." After a few greetings, Wu Tian pointed to the opposite chair, "please 

sit down and let's talk slowly."

Yan Jie is also quite aware of the look, hastily poured a cup of tea for the two people and 

brought it in.

Ouyang market took a sip of tea and asked with a smile, "Mr. Wu, what's the relationship 

between you and sister LAN?"

"Friend."

"You are not ordinary friends, are you?"

"We are good friends."

"I mean nothing else." Ouyang Xu put down his tea cup and explained with a smile: "from his 

speech and behavior, I think Huang Lan is very concerned about you."

"In my life and work, sister LAN really helps me a lot." Wu Tian finished saying this, could not 

help but asked: "what is the relationship between you and sister LAN?"

"There has been cooperation before, which can be regarded as an indirect partner."
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"I see."

"In this way, I'll be the host some other day. I'll invite you and Huang Lan to have dinner 

together. Thank you for saving my life last night." Ouyang Xu suggested with a smile.

"You don't have to worry about last night

"It's a little help for you, but it's a lifesaver for me." Ouyang Xu finished saying this, once again 

opened his mouth and proposed: "I hope you and Huang Lan can appreciate each other, let's 

get together."

"OK, no problem." The words are said on this part, Wu Tian naturally is not good to refute each 

other's face.

What's more, he has a good feeling for this man named Ouyang market. This kind of person is 

sister Lan's friend, so he is worthy of deep friendship.

"That's settled." Ouyang Xu raised his tea cup and touched Wu Tian. He changed the topic and 

said, "Mr. Wu, let's talk about the leading actor in the movie."

"I decided that you would be the leading actor and be the number one man in the play." Wu 

Tian didn't think about it, so he made a decision immediately.

This time I came here mainly to see the character of the new actors. It goes without saying that 
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Ouyang market is absolutely qualified.

"Mr. Wu, do you want me to try a play before you make a decision?" Ouyang market tried to 

suggest.

"Don't try. Since director Qiao and sister LAN approve of you, your acting skills will never be 

bad."

"Thank you for Mr. Wu's recognition and affirmation of me. I will definitely cooperate with the 

crew to perform this film well."

"I'm at ease with your words." Wu Tian raised his cup and said, "let's replace wine with tea. I 

hope we can cooperate happily."

"Happy cooperation." Ouyang Xu raised his tea cup and touched Wu Tian. Then they tasted tea 

separately.

After a cup of tea, the two signed a cooperation agreement in the studio, and Ouyang market 

officially became the Male No.1 in the new film.

After signing the contract, the two began to talk about the year when the film bloomed and 

exchanged roles and plots.

They had a good time talking with each other for more than half an hour.

Finally, Wu Tian had to end his chat with Ouyang market because he received a call from Huang 
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Lan.

"Sorry, I'll take the call first." Wu Tian walked to the remote corner, and then put the phone to 

his ear, "sister LAN, what can I do for you?"

"I want to ask you, how about the hero recommended to you?" The tone of Huang Lan's 

question is always so soft.

"Not bad." Referring to Ouyang ruins, Wu Tian couldn't help admiring: "sister Lan's eyes are 

really good, and the selected hero is very excellent."

"So you're going to use him as male number one?"

"Yes, I have signed an agreement with him to formally invite him to join our new film and 

become the number one man."

"You have a good eye."

"Sister LAN, thank you very much for finding such an excellent protagonist for me and solving 

my urgent need."

"How are you going to thank me?"

"If sister LAN has time, I'll invite her to dinner tonight."

"I'm very busy tonight." Huang Lan finished saying this, suddenly tone a turn: "forget it, look at 

you so sincere share, elder sister promised to accompany you to eat."
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"Well, I'll pick you up later." Wu Tian said this and hung up his cell phone.

After calling, she turned to Ouyang market and said with a smile, "sister LAN called just now and 

asked about the cooperation between us."

"It seems that Huang Lan is very concerned about you!" Ouyang ruins spit out such a 

meaningful sentence.

This sentence means something, obviously to point out that Wu Tian and Huang Lan are not 

ordinary friends."Sister LAN is really interested in her friends." Wu Tian smiles awkwardly and 

tries to ask, "do you want to go to dinner with sister LAN with me?"

"I won't go. I just came to the production team and need to integrate with my colleagues." 

Ouyang Xu politely refused.

He's not stupid. He won't run to be a light bulb.

"That's good." In this case, Wu Tian would not be forced to do so. He turned back to Yan Jie and 

said, "sister Yan, please take Mr. Ouyang to familiarize yourself with the venue."

"OK."

After answering, Yan Jie went to Ouyang market and made a gesture of invitation, "Mr. Ouyang, 

please."

"Mr. Wu, you go and date Miss Huang Lan. I'll go to the venue." Ouyang Xu said this, followed 
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Yan Jie to leave the studio.

Wu Tian stands in the same place for a few seconds, then turns away from the recording studio 

and takes a bus to the Tiancheng of Huafu where Huang Lan is.

It took more than ten minutes to see Huang Lan coming late.

She's still wearing her old black hip dress, but her make-up is more refined than ever.

On her face this set of make-up, at least at home for more than half an hour.

"Sister LAN, I thought your elevator was broken, and I almost prepared to call the police." Wu 

Tian half joked.

Huang Lan will body close to Wu Tian, wayward way: "Stinky boy, just wait for such a while to 

be impatient?"

"How dare, wait for sister LAN, I would like to wait until the end of time."

"That's about it." Huang Lan, like a water snake, twisted her waist a few times in Wu Tian, and 

then got into the red flag car.

"What a goblin."

Wu tiandark scolded, then got into the back row and asked, "sister LAN, where do you want to 

eat tonight?"
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"It doesn't matter where you go. Just be quiet." After saying this, Huang Lan took out the mirror 

and began to make up again.

Her make-up is a little special tonight. It will take a long time to finish.

Just now I was worried that Wu Tian had to wait. I was a bit anxious when I went back to paint. I 

just took this opportunity to make up my makeup.

"Sister LAN, you are so good-looking. Why do you still paint your face?" Wu Tian couldn't help 

asking.

"Just want you to see the other side of my sister." Huang Lan continues to decorate her face 

with a make-up mirror. 

CHAPTER 288:

"Sister LAN, how many sides do you have Wu Tian tilted his head and looked at the woman in 

front of him. His face was very strange.

Huang Lan put up her make-up mirror and asked in a seductive tone: "how many sides do you 

think your sister has?"

"Two sides."

"Which two sides?"

"Inside and outside, sister LAN must look better inside than outside. I'm very curious about 
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what it looks like inside sister Lan's clothes."

"Fuck you." Huang Lan coquettishly rolled a white eye, angry way: "your boy is more and more 

brave son."

"I didn't learn from sister LAN."

"Boy, don't you want to see sister LAN inside, sister LAN will let you see enough now." Huang 

Lan finish saying this, slowly body close to Wu Tian, a face amorous enchanting appearance.

"Cough..."

Wu Tian coughed twice. He was scared to retreat. He also reminded him in a low voice: "sister 

LAN, don't make trouble. The rich uncle is still in the car."

Know LAN elder sister is deliberately teasing him, but now there are rich uncle in the driver's 

seat, so make each other very embarrassed.

"Don't you want to see sister inside, sister let you see enough." Huang Lan doesn't care so much 

about it. She pastes her body on purpose.

"Please, sister LAN, don't do this." Wu Tian looks at the rich and noble uncle and shrinks into a 

ball.

"Poof!"
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Seeing Wu Tian's appearance, Huang Lan couldn't help laughing. She couldn't help joking: "silly 

boy, I didn't think you had the heart of a thief or a thief."

"No, it's mainly because rich uncle is still there. I'm afraid..." Wu Tian made such an excuse to 

save face for himself.

As a result, he heard a sentence: "young master, do I want to get off first and wait for you 

outside?"

"Don't get out of the car." Wu Tianwei stopped and explained to Liu Fugui: "Uncle Fugui, don't 

get me wrong. Sister LAN is joking with me."

If rich uncle gets out of the car, he will be more embarrassed.

"Is it?" Liu Fugui looks at Huang Lan suspiciously through the rearview mirror.

"Uncle Fu Gui, don't think blindly. Sister LAN is not such a casual woman." Wu Tian sat up 

straight and said to Liu Fugui with a serious face.

He didn't want rich uncle to look down on LAN elder sister, and he didn't want rich uncle to 

think he was a kind of casual man.

"I thought..." Liu Fugui scratched his head awkwardly and said with a wry smile, "I really don't 
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understand you young people."

"That Drive

Wu Tian took a deep breath and turned aside the topic: "let's find a place to eat first, and find a 

remote place."

"Hello Liu Fugui responded and drove away from here.

Huang Lan didn't speak, just looked at Wu Tian smilingly.

"Cough!"

Wu Tian gently coughed and couldn't help questioning: "sister LAN, why do you look at me with 

this kind of eyes and giggle?"

"Sometimes it's fun to find your boy." Huang Lan said this, pursed her mouth and began to 

laugh.

Before I met Wu Tian, I had never been so happy as now, and I had never been so relaxed and 

comfortable as now.

I used to feel like a walking corpse, but now I feel that I live a meaningful life.
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"It's like I've become sister Lan's toy." Wu Tian said this, and then chuckled.

"Stinky boy, what's wrong with being a sister's toy?"

"Yes, of course."

"Well, from now on, you are my sister's toy."

"I can be a toy for sister LAN, but I can only play during the day, but not at night. It's easy to play 

bad."

"Poof..."

Huang Lan's smile was very low. She was amused by the words again, and she was full of 

laughter.

After laughing for a long time, she hit Wu Tian's chest with her fist. "Stinky boy, who are you 

when you are a sister? I don't want to play with you for free at night."

"Sister LAN, I find you are more and more feminine now." Looking at the delicate and sexy 

body, Wu Tian couldn't help but swallow his mouth.

"Dishonest." Huang Lan pretty face a red, hastily put away the smile, with the right hand dead 

pressure collar.

"Hey, hey
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Wu Tian laughs twice, but the atmosphere in the car is a little awkward.

"Yes." Huang Lan turned to look out of the window and asked sentimentally, "Wu Tian, can we 

keep this relationship all the time?"

"Of course, no problem. You will always be my sister LAN." Wu Tian said sincerely.

To tell you the truth, he feels happy and comfortable with Lan Jie and can forget all his worries 

and worries.

"If one day you find a girlfriend, will you stay with your sister like this?" Huang Lan asked the 

most anxious question in her heart.

"Yes Wu Tian nodded forcefully and assured, "even if I get married later, sister LAN is still my 

best friend."

"That's good."

When they chatted, the car had stopped in front of a Chinese restaurant.

The restaurant is the community bottom business, there are not many guests to eat, relatively 

speaking, it is quite quiet."Sister LAN, here we are. Let's go in." Wu Tian opened the door and 

made a gesture of invitation.

"Good!" Huang Lan got out of the car with her arm, smoothed the skirt behind her buttocks, 

and walked towards the restaurant with long legs.
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Two people found a seat by the window, Wu Tian picked up the menu and handed it over, "Lan 

elder sister wants to eat anything, just order it."

"You'd better order anything, sister."

"That's good." Wu Tianhe put on the menu and told the waiter, "two specials, two greens and 

two bottles of beer."

"OK." The waiter took back the menu and went to the back kitchen.

"Yes." After the waiter left, Huang Lan said, "what about the man number one I recommend to 

you?"

"You say Ouyang market is not bad. It's not only good at acting, but also good in character. I 

met him in KTV last night. It's a coincidence."

"Who did you go to KTV with last night?" Huang Lan immediately changed the topic and focused 

on KTV.

"With two roommates in my dorm."

"No girls to sing?"

"No

"That's boring." Huang Lan propped up his chin and said half truely: "take me to KTV next time. 
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My sister will sing to you."

"Good." Wu Tian nodded and then changed his tone: "we are not talking about Ouyang market. 

How did we get to the topic of KTV singing?"

"Let's talk about Ouyang market."

"By the way, I think Ouyang market has extraordinary temperament and great style. It seems 

that it is not a child of ordinary people."

"Good eye." Huang Lan took a sip of tea and explained, "in fact, Ouyang market is really not 

ordinary. It's the son of a hermit family."

"A great hermit?"

"Yes, he is actually a young master of Ouyang family."

"Ouyang family?" Wu Tian frowned slightly.

It's really unexpected that Ouyang market is the young master of Ouyang family. This identity is 

really corrupt.

There are four ancient families in the south of the Yangtze River, which are Ouyang family, Baili 

family, Shangguan family and Wu family where Wu Tian belongs.

These four families are rich and powerful, and control the economic lifeline of the south. When 

they stamp their feet, Jiangnan will tremble three times. 
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CHAPTER 289:

Thus, it can be seen how powerful the snobbishness and background of the four families are, 

and the assets of the family are even more invincible.

It never occurred to me that such a small actor in Ouyang market would be the offspring of 

Ouyang family.

Is Ouyang market, like him, exiled by his family to be tempered and become the successor of 

the family?

After the slight Leng, Wu Tian couldn't help asking: "sister LAN, since Ouyang market is the 

young master of Ouyang family, why do you come to be a little actor?"

"It's a long story." Huang Lan brewed it for a while, and explained patiently, "Ouyang ruins had 

some conflicts with the family, so he came out to fight on his own. At present, his relationship 

with his family is not good."

"I see."

"Although Ouyang market is a noble son of a rich family, he worked hard. Although he did not 

play in the entertainment industry, his acting skills were very good and he had great potential."

"It's rare." Wu Tian nodded his approval and couldn't help sighing: "this kind of noble young 

master can fight so hard. It's really dazzling."
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"In fact, I only cooperated with Ouyang market several times. I have a very general relationship 

with him. I feel that this man is very mysterious."

"There's no problem with my character. I'm good at it."

"Don't talk about him." Huang Lan had no interest in these topics, and took the initiative to 

change the subject: "let's talk about you."

"I have something to talk about."

"Tell me about your family, your parents. I want to hear about it."

"I am a child of an ordinary family in Luzhou..."

"No!" Huang Lan shook her head and denied: "in my opinion, you are not an ordinary person. 

You have a strong background just like Ouyang ruins."

"That I... " Wu Tian scratched the tip of his nose with his hand.

He was entrusted by his grandfather before, but his life experience and family background can 

not be disclosed now. Before being recognized by his family, he must keep it secret.
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Huang Lan saw Wu Tian's mind and tried to ask, "Xiao Tian, do you have any hidden trouble?"

"Yes."

Wu Tian nodded and said in a serious tone, "sister LAN, there are some things I can't tell you 

now, but I will tell you later."

"All right."

Seeing Wu Tian's embarrassed face, Huang Lan didn't force him to ask another interesting 

question: "how many girlfriends have you talked about?"

"I chased a girl in school before, she refused mercilessly, and then it was over." Wu tianzhe curls 

his mouth and brings up a smile of self mockery.

At the beginning, I didn't know why I was so stupid. I fell in love with Li Meng. Now I think it's 

really worthless.

"Why would she refuse you?" Huang Lan crooked her head and asked curiously. Now she is 

more and more interested in this boy.

"She is a vain girl." Wu Tian turned to look out of the window and said to himself, "I had no 

money at that time. She looked down on me and never looked at me in the eye."

"Now she knows you're so rich, isn't she particularly sorry?"
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"Maybe." Wu Tian looked back with a bitter smile: "maybe this kind of girl never knows what 

love is. She only loves money and power."

"Apart from this girl, have you ever been with other girls?"

"No

"Well..." Huang Lan stopped for a moment, slowly put his head close to the past and asked in a 

low voice, "have you ever had sex with a woman?"

"No

"Really?"

"It's true, of course."

"Do you want to have sex with a woman

"I..." Looking at LAN elder sister that pair of beautiful big eyes, Wu Tianyi time did not know 

how to answer.

If you say you don't want to, it's self deception, but it's a bit strange to say that you don't want 

to.

In his daze, Huang Lan put his mouth on his ear side, exhaled and said, "do you want to try with 
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my sister?"

"Gudong!"

The hot blood in Wu Tianxing was ignited, and he swallowed his mouth and saliva. His whole 

body was agitated.

Such a goblin like woman, beautiful and touching, sexy and hot, said in his ear so numb words, 

as long as a man will be ready to move.

Wu Tian is no exception now. He feels his body is boiling.

When he was thinking about how to answer, Huang Lan threw a basin of cold water: "silly boy, 

sister is joking with you, are you serious?"

"Sister LAN, you..." Wu Tian was suddenly dumbfounded. The whole person was as frustrated as 

the frost hit eggplant.

Every time LAN elder sister stirs up the fire in his heart, as a result, he throws a basin of cold 

water, which is almost inhuman torture to him.

Fortunately, the waiter brought the meal to the table, which eased the embarrassment and 

ambiguity a lot.

"Silly boy, don't think about it and have a meal." Huang Lan smiles generously and pretends to 

be OK. She picks up chopsticks and eats vegetables.
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Wu Tian shook his head in tears and laughter. He opened the beer and poured it into his mouth 

to cool down his body."Pa!"

When they were eating, a big black hand of Mao Huhu patted on the table, shaking several 

dishes on the table.

Looking up along the big hand, I saw a big black face, two cow eyes greedily staring at Huang 

Lan's chest and swallowing saliva in his throat.

At present, this man gives people the feeling of ugliness, ruggedness and obscenity.

Huang Lan looked at the man in disgust, pressed his hands on his chest and said coldly, "get out 

of my way, don't disturb our dinner."

Only when Wu Tian reluctantly could she be charming and charming. She was as cold as ice in 

front of outsiders.

"Girl, I'm in love with you. How about having dinner with me?" The bearded man wiped the big 

beard on his face and looked at Huang Lan's body.

It was like the wolf saw the lamb, and he might jump on it at any time to swallow Huang Lan 

alive.

"You don't deserve it. Go away." Huang Lan glared at the man with a big beard. He simply 

twisted his head to the right side and was too lazy to take care of the disgusting man.

"Why is this boy worthy of eating with you, and I am not?" The bearded man turned his head 

and glanced at Wu Tian, and then fell on Huang Lan.
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"I'll let you..." Huang Lan wanted to get angry, so she swallowed it again.

Now she would like to get rid of this disgusting bearded man, but she didn't want to spoil her 

image.

After thinking about it, he thought of a plan and said with a smile, "you can eat with me. As long 

as you win Wu Tian, I will eat with you."

I've seen Wu Tian's ability for a long time. I'm sure he's more than enough to deal with the man 

with a big beard.

The key point is that she also wants to use Wu Tian's hand to teach this disgusting man a lesson.

"Really? Do you mean what you say On hearing this condition, moustache danced excitedly.

In his opinion, the boy next to him is weak and weak. He is not his opponent at all, and can 

easily be defeated by him.

"Of course, as long as you win Wu Tian, I will eat with you." Huang Lan repeated in a very 

serious tone.

"Good!"

After getting the exact answer, the bearded man hooked his fingers at Wu Tian and said, "boy, 

get up, I want you to see my power." 
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CHAPTER 290:

"I won't fight you. I'm afraid I'll dirty my hands." Wu Tian looked up at the beard, hung his head 

and continued to gobble and enjoy the delicious food.

"You can't help it." The bearded man had no patience for a long time and was ready to fight 

with his fist.

Now I just want to beat the boy away and have a dinner date with this sexy girl in front of me.

"Wait!"

Wu Tian stretched out his hand and put down his chopsticks to stop him from saying, "well, 

what if you lose?"

"Joke, how could I lose?" The man with a big beard straightened his chest and yelled out his 

malpractice.

Like this kind of weak silly boy in front of us, even if we have another two, he can easily settle 

down.

"Well, if you lose, you'll pay us, and then you'll be afraid to go out from here like a dog, OK?"

"Good!" The bearded man did not want to think about it. He resolutely agreed, "if I lose, I will 

pay the bill, and I will climb out of here like a dog."
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"Bang!"

As soon as the bearded man's voice fell, Wu Tian smashed him with his fist.

This blow is impartial, just hit on the forehead of a man with a big beard, and directly smashes it 

into a person's handspring.

"Poof!"

Seeing this scene, Huang Lan was directly amused. She covered her mouth and couldn't help 

laughing. She was very happy.

Wu Tianpai clapped his hands and said with a smile to the man with a big beard: "well, you 

lost..."

"Shit!"

Big beard angrily scolded, painfully got up from the ground and scolded fiercely: "boy, you are 

so despicable that you sneak on me when I am not paying attention."

"I didn't seem to have said no sneak attack." Wu Tian put on a handsome hairstyle, a bit proud.

"What kind of ability is a sneak attack? Let's start again if we have the ability."
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"Hit again?"

"Yes, hit again."

"Good." As soon as Wu Tian's voice fell, he hit him with his fist.

The fist was very powerful and fast. It directly flew the big Hu Zi out of the air, making him cry 

more and more.

"Poof, hahaha..."

Huang Lan covered his mouth and laughed more happily. Wu Tian was so funny that he 

attacked his opponent twice in a row.

Wu Tian grabbed his glass and took a sip of beer. Smiling, he reminded beard, "I didn't expect 

you lost again."

"You..."

It took a long time for the bearded man to get up from the ground. His body trembled with 

anger. He held out for a long time, "you bastard, you sneaked on me again."

"It wasn't a sneak attack just now. I hit you in the open."

"You are a sneak attack."
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"How can it not be considered a sneak attack?"

"I said start, you can do it."

"Well, let's do it again."

"I count down three, three, two, one, start..." The bearded man called out to start, but before 

he could do it, he saw a big fist flying over again.

The speed of the fist was too fast to see how the horse turned over.

In this way, the beard was turned over again. Now I feel dizzy and my head is buzzing.

"Are you all right?" Wu Tian shook his legs and said to the bearded man with a smile.

"I..."

It took a long time to get up from the ground.

At this time, I realized that the boy was an expert. It seems that he met a fierce role today.

"Did it count? If not, let's go on. " Wu Tian hooked his fingers and said with a smile.
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"I I won't fight you. " Mustache shrank in fear, holding his head and retreating.

"So you gave up?"

"Throw in the towel. If you don't, you'll be killed." Mustache, which had been arrogant and 

arrogant before, immediately became a soft egg.

"You're just talking nonsense. You want to rob a woman from me?"

"I..." Big beard turned his head and glanced at Huang Lan. He was unwilling to bite his teeth: 

"you are cruel. I admit defeat."

With these words, he took 200 yuan from his pocket and threw it on the table. He turned 

around and was ready to leave the restaurant.

"Wait a minute." Wu Tian's body a horizontal, block in front of the bearded man, "according to 

the bet, lose will be like a dog to climb out from here."

"Hey, I was joking before. Don't take it seriously..."

"Who's kidding you?" Wu Tian growled impatiently and exclaimed, "get out of here."

"I'll give you a thousand dollars, this thing..."

"No way."
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"You..." The bearded man was unwilling to bite his teeth. Seeing Wu Tian clench his fist again, 

he had to squat on the ground and climb out of the restaurant.

This scene attracted the guests to watch, and they could not help pointing and talking.

The happiest is Huang Lan. She is like watching a monkey play. She is so happy that she claps 

and claps.It wasn't until the bearded man climbed out of the restaurant that the scene gradually 

quieted down.

"Sister LAN, let's go on eating." Wu Tian points to the food on the table and reminds LAN elder 

sister.

"Well!"

Huang Lan nodded hard and drank a sip of beer before he could not help but say happily: 

"Stinky boy, you really have it. Two or three times you tortured the beard so miserably."

"If you dare to offend sister LAN, it's his own fault."

"Every time I'm with you, I feel very secure and never worry about being bullied. It's really 

good."

"It's nothing. It's natural that men protect women."

"If only you would protect your sister like this all your life." Huang Lan finished saying this, 

quickly lowered her head, and her cheek gradually turned red.
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I don't know how to suddenly say such words. Is this a disguised confession to Wu Tian?

I don't know why. Since I met Wu Tian, I feel restless and restless.

"You are my sister, and I will protect you all my life." Wu Tian finished saying this, sandwiched 

the stuffing and sent it to Huang Lan bowl, "sister LAN, the dish is going to be cold. Eat it 

quickly."

"You too." Huang Lan Shan to the heart of shyness, take chopsticks also to Wu Tian clip 

vegetables.

Now they are very much like lovers.

After dinner, the two left the restaurant. Huang Lan suddenly had a whim and suggested, 

"sister, I haven't seen a movie for a long time. I'd better go to the cinema with my sister."

"No problem." Wu Tian nodded and tried to ask, "what movie does sister LAN want to see?"

"Horror movies."

"Sister LAN wants to take the opportunity to pounce on me?"

"You think too much, sister is not so timid." Huang Lan said this and turned to get into the red 

flag car.

Wu Tian followed him in and ordered uncle Fu to take them to the cinema. After buying tickets, 
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he bought popcorn.

Maybe today is a special day. Most of the movie theaters are lovers. After they sit down, they 

begin to eat popcorn.

The atmosphere is pretty good, but the movie is not as terrible as expected.

Huang Lan is silent in the movie plot all the time. She is not as afraid as other girls, and she is 

not likely to get into Wu tianhuai.

After watching the movie, they went shopping for supper and went home late. 
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